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Ansrn.rct

Valentinite crystals from Lone Tree Canyon, Kern County, California, show an unusual

habit. The individuals are lathlike in habit, bounded by a broad and elongated base, a

narrow side pinacoid, and a series of eighteen prisrns, many of which are line faces. No

pyramids or domes are present. New forms are the prisms {560}, {670}' [12'11'0], {870}'

{ e70 } ,  and  {750 } .

VerBNrtNrtE CRYSTALS lRoM CALTFoRNTA

valentinite, the orthorhombic form of sbror, is common as an altera-

tion product of stibnite, but is rather rarely crystallized. Accordingly,

any occurrence as crystals is worth recording, and the more so in the

present instance, as the crystals appear in a habit hitherto not reported.

The mineral has been previously reported from two California locali-

ties, once as poor, unterminated crystals from Kern County,l and once

as pseudomorphs after stibnite, from San Benito County'2 Undoubtedly

it is commonly present as an alteration product of stibnite in many other

localities, but not difierentiated from other similar oxides, such as cer-

vantite, stibiconite, etc.
A specimen of partly oxidized stibnite, collected by the writer from

one of the small antimony mines in Lone Tree Canyon, Kern County,

California, was found to have several small vugs lined with valentinite

crystals. These crystals are small, the largest measuring approximately

1X0.25 X0.1 mm., and elongated tabular in habit, attached to the matrix

by one end. The faces present are c{001},6[010] and a numerous series

of prisms to be described more fully; c is ordinarily the largest, and nearly

always whitened, or roughened, so that it gives a poor reflection. Next

in size is 6, usually long and narrow' and also of very poor quality' The

prism faces are all smooth and shiny, and where wide enough, give good

signals on the goniometer. Many of them, however, are narrow or line

faces, and the signals are poor, or merge into a more or less continuous

lBehre,c.H. ,Jr . ,Nat iveant imonyfromKernCounty:  Am.Jour.sc l i . ,5 thser ies,
2, 330-331 (192r).

2 Rogers, A. F., Notes on rare minerals from california:. School oJ Mi,nes Quart.,33r 373

(resz).
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accurately with respect to true position. rn addition, there is a fre-
quent tendency for the side pinacoids to diverge from parallelism, this
divergence being in one instance as much as 4o, arthough usually it is
less than f'. This is apparently not due to subparallel groups, as optically
such crystals are single individuals. The general habit of this valentinite
is shown in Fig. 1. A few crystals showed the suggestion of poor reflec_
tions in the [0ft1] zone at a small angle from {001}, but these were so
vague that they could not be considered as representing faces. No pyra-
mid faces were noted on anv crvstal.

Frc. 1

This habit for valentinite appears to be most unusuar, as the recorded
habits all show domes or pyramids with the prisms. crystals from

many pyramids.
Because of this unusual habit, considerable hesitation was felt in

identifying the mineral as valentinite. rrowever, ail the other physical,
chemical, and optical properties agree with those of valentinite, and jn
addition, tr-ray measurements kindly made for the writer by Dr. J. D.
Mccullough of the Department of chemistry, university of california

3 Hintze, C., Handbuch der Mineralogie, l, pt. 2, p. 123g.
a cavatino, A., Valentinite della Miniera di Ballao: R. Acad,. Naz. Lincei, Atti. Rend..,

Ser. 6, 25, L 3,140-1M (1937).
6 Spencer, L. J., On some Bolivian minerals: Mineral. Mag., 14, 3Zg (lg}7).
6 Schaller, W. T., Crystallography of valentinite: Am. Mineral.,22,652-662 (1937).
7 Ungemach, M. II., Sur la Valentinite: Bull. soc, franc. mineral.,3s, 539-552 (1912).
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(Los Angeles), check closely with those determined by Buerger and

Hendricks,8 so that its identity may be considered settled.

The crystals are orthorhombic, and show a perfect cleavage parallel

to a prism of 42o40' fmAm"' for valentinite is 42o41'] as measured on

the goniometer. The luster is vitreous to adamantine, H:2*, and the

fusibility is very low. The mineral heated in a closed tube fused readily

and gave off no water, but formed a sublimate of minute white octahedra.

Tasr,E, I

New forms are starred

.- Times
_r orm

oDServeo

* 5 6 0 2
* 6 7 0 1
* 7 8 0 2
* 8 9 0 7

m ll0 15
+  1 2 . 1 1 . 0  6
D  1 0 . 9 . 0  5
8 8 7 0 2

E 760 12
o 540 10
* 9 7 0 5

F 4s0 15
* 7 5 0 5

G  1 0 . 7 . 0  1 0
H  t 4 . 9 . 0  9

"r 530 8
K 9 5 0  3
M 2 r 0  6

Average
reading

64"42',
65'16',
65"47',
66"33',
68"34',
69"39',
70"25',
70'48',
7 r"25',
72"35',
72057',
73"32',
7 4"O7 '

74"+o',
75"s2',
7 6"43',
77"56',
78"44',

Variations

(66"00'-67'20')
(67'28',-69"32',)
(69"20'-70'oo')
(70"08'-70'461)

(7 1"00'-72'00')
(72"t2',-12"M',)
(72"50',-73"12',)
(73't4',-73"52',)
(73"58',-74"20')
(74'25',-14"50',)
(7 5't2',-7 5"56',)
(76"24',-77"08',)

(78'24'.-79"28',)

Calculated

64"42'
65'19',
65"46',
66"lll
68'30'
70'09',
70"29',
70"59',
7 t"Lr',
72"31'
72058',
7s"33',
7 4017 ',

7 40 35'.
7 5"48',
7 6042'
77"40',
78"52',

The amount of material available was too small for quantitative analy-

sis, but qualitative microchemical tests showed only antimony. The color

when pure is faint honey-yellow to colorless, but the crystals may be

coated with a white opaque crust, or colored unevenly red by a stain'

possibly kermesite.
Optically, the mineral is negative, shows parallel extinction' a very

high index (not measured, but far above 1.73), and cleavage flakes show

an ofi-center acute bisectrix figure. Dispersion is high with r(u, and

crossed, with the optic plane parallel to {001} for blue, and to { 100} for

red. Because of the extremely high index and dispersion, 2Y ltras not

measured accurately, but is about 25o for blue and 10o for red. No twin-

ning was observed.

8 Buerger,M.J., and Hendricks, S. B., The crystal structure of valentinite: Zeits. Krist.,

98, 1-30 (1937).
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The prism zone presents a complex series of forms ranging from {120}
to {410}, including a number of the forms recently found by Schallere
ar..^d eight new ones. These forms, with the number of times each occurs,
the average observed angles, and calculated angles, are shown in
Table 1. Owing to the difficulty, as noted above, in orienting the crys-
tals, some of these forms may be somewhat doubtful, but in general,
agreement with calculated values is reasonablv close.

e Schaller, op. cit.,p.654.




